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TTM MAG 76  Magnetite and particle filter 
Installation, operating and maintenance instructions

2. Replaceable filter cartridge 
    Article no: u2001217

1. Magnetic rod 
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TTM MAG 76 is an effective magnetite trap combined with a particle filter, 
which removes magnetite and other particles from the system fluid. The 
unit is primarily intended to be installed together with the TTM NoXygen® 
degasser, but can also be used in applications without degassing. 

Installation
When installing in combination with degasser TTM NoXygen®, TTM MAG 
76 is connected to the system (½” int. pipe thread) and is then installed  
directly on the shut-off valve on the inlet to TTM NoXygen®. When install-
ing with TTM NoXygen®, the included compression fitting is installed first, 
and then the smooth end of TTM MAG 76 is installed against the  
compression fitting.

Maintenance
TTM MAG 76 must be checked and cleaned regularly – at least twice per 
year. The interval depends on the quantity of dirt and magnetite in the 
system fluid. One sign that TTM MAG 76 requires cleaning is, for example, 
that TTM NoXygen® runs for long intervals exceeding 3 minutes “pump 
start to pump start”.

Note: Copper paste/silicone grease must be applied to the thread of the 
clamp ring once per year or every time the filter is opened.

1.  Switch off TTM NoXygen®.

2. Shut off the shut off valves on the inlet to
 TTM MAG 76 and the inlet to TTM NoXygen®.

3.  Place a container under the drain valve or connect a hose to it.

4.  Open the drain valve.

5.  Undo the clamp ring and lift out the magnetic rod and filter cartridge.

6.  Wipe off the black magnetite that has collected on the magnetic rod. 

7.  Clean the filter cartridge or replace it if it is damaged. 

8.  Refit the filter cartridge and magnetic rod and fix into place with the   
 clamp ring. Grease the clamp ring threads with copper paste/silicone  
 grease before tightening.

Technical data 
Material .................................Stainless steel
Particle filter .........................Filter cartridge TTM MAG 76 mesh size 250 µm
Connection ...........................DN 15
Pressure class .....................PN 10 
Temperature ........................0 – +90°C
Weight ...................................2.5 kg
RSK .......................................506 188
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Model Design Article no. 

Filter cartridge TTM MAG 76 250 micron u2001217
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